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ROE W. JACOBS & COMPANY

FREE DELIVERY—Any
DELIVERY-Any book named herds.
hweia.
sent free in the United States at the price stated.
ltatetl

GEORGE W.
\V JACOBS

~ COMPANY
COlvlPAl'fY
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.;11d Stationers
Stqfione,-s
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~ WARRIORS
WARRIORS IN UNDRESS
UNDRESS

The new bridge book!

~

So They Played
how!
Bridge-and
Bridge —and how!

A

By
By the
the author of "'l'he
"The Broad
Broad llighway"
Highway"

~

~

THE HIGH ADVENTURE

1

B
y JEFFERY
By
JEFFERY FARNOL
FARNOL

~

,.

t

""Jeffery
J effery Farnol's
Th e B
roa d Hi
ghway ' , bas
Farnol's firs
firstt novel,
novel, ''The
Broad
Highway',
has
aa real rival
is lates
ory , ''The
The Hi
gh Adventu
r e' ,
rival in
in hhis
latestt st
story,
High
Adventure',
. . .. Mr.
ry of
alric
Mr. Farnol has
has achieved
achieved another
another sto
story
of chiv
chivalric
yout
h tha
ill reflec
nglish fict
ion ."- P. A.
youth
thatt w
will
reflectt upon
upon EEnglish
fiction."—P.
A.
Kinsley
hiladelphia R
ecord .
Kinsley in
in The
The P
Philadelphia
Record.
Printing. $2.00
$2.00
Second Printing.

~

Ht
uthor of
By the
the a
author
of •'The
'`The Slave
Slave Ship"
Ship"

'(t

,.

WYNN
E
WYNNE
FERGU
SON
Ferguson

'(

$1.50
Only $I.So
Instructive
Instructive!I
Delightful!
Delightful!
player!
For every bridge player!
It's
It's bound to improve your
game!
game!
Tells you exactly how your
play!
partner ought to play!
it!
You'll love it!
partner! .
So
So will your partner!

ti
'I

5

'

~

J\.
ti
'I
y

.

~

~

~

THE GREAT VALLEY

t

A romance
~
~ life
! :in
n~the
: ~Shenandoah
: . : ~ : h Valley
romance ~Yp
of pioneer
Valley of
of

~

By MARY JOHNSTON
Vi
rginia , from
I 73 7 to tthe
he close
rench and
Virginia,
from 1737
close ooff the
the F
French
and
IIndian
nd ian W
ar, bby
y Am
er ica 's foremos
torical novelis
e.
War,
America's
foremostt his
historical
novelist.
$$2.00
2 .0 0

~

=
1
l\

"

""!;1:~;;~;;:"' I
I ::· :;~E, BROWN
I
MARY CHRISTMAS
By MARY ELLEN CHASE

P

is

Simon and Schuster New York
Prin
ted in
in U.
U . S.
S . A.
A.
Printed

t
t

Preface
by

;
~

~

'-

~

HUGH
HUGH
TUITE
Tuite

By F. J. HUDLESTON
TThe
he Librari~y}:h:
~ ~ in
:S~
~ : proves
Librarian of the :v~
War ~
Office
London
proves that
that

the
eroes of
un and
ter all
the hheroes
of the
the ggun
and sword
sword are
are human
human af
after
all
ben
eath their
ilitar y ttrappings.
rappi n gs. M
,m y aa chu
ckl e lurks
beneath
their m
military
Many
chuckle
lurks
w
ith in th
e
covers
of
th
is
d
electable
book.
The
v
ol
ume
within
the covers of this delectable book. The volume
is beau
is
tifully print
ed on
lc" paper
in s
beautifully
printed
on "Oldsty
Oldstyle"
paper and
and conta
contains
12
illustrations
in grav
gravure.
$3.50
1
2 ill
ustrat ions in
ure.
·
$3
. 50

t

By
By

SO
SO THEY PLAYED BRIDGE
-AND
HOW! is becoming
—AND HOW!
more
and more
moreand
more popular
popular every
every
day.
Look at a copy, and
you'll
why!
see why!
you'll

j'

long irrepressible
""One
One lo11g
irrepressible chuckle."
chuckle."
-'The
Tatler, London
London
The Ta.tier,

A strangely beautiful little tale of a passionate A,.
ArA
m
en ian woman pedd
le r who, in hher
er ppilgrimage
il gr image from
peddler
menian
from
village
o vill
age along
seacoas t of
ai n e, touch
es
village tto
village
along the
the seacoast
of M
Maine,
touches
with ma
gic th
ts of a delightful
thoughts
with
magic
thee lives and though
delightful
American family.
$5.50

g

Boston

wl
'I
1

co....
:.:
LITTLE, BROWN & CO.
Publishers

.. ~

&>~&>~~~~~~~&>~~'<

-

-~ i .

,,

Author

-:",,' •

Ann's an Idiot"

Pamela Wynne
scores again in this
brilliant love story

ASHESo/
of
ASHES
DESIRE
is the story of a passionate
girl who disguised as a young
pass-age on an
inan,
man, talces
takes passocean liner, facing many perils
breath-talcing _climax.
before a breath-taking.
"It is really more exciting than
Ann,s an Idiot."
Idiot.,,
($2. 00 ) .
($2.00),
Ann's

II .

I - i .! Ul!lU.llill'
•

~~ •

"

' '

•

'll>~,

HERE AND BEYOND
By Edith Wharton
An excellent addition to the highly acclaimed
books by Mrs. Wharton is "Here
" Here and Beyond," a
collection of six of her latest and most significant
stories. Together they group into a well rounded
whole with a great variety of theme and background
and a wealth of appeal. Three of the tales, though
psychic in nature, are not ghost stories in the true
sense of the word, but stories of very real life, given
an added poignancy by deft suggestions of the supernatural. The other tales are "The
" The Temperate Zone,"
a study of the artistic temperament: "The Seed of
the Faith," depicting a moral struggle in the mission
field, and "Velvet Ear-Pads," a rollicking
.field,
rolli<J<.ing comedy
of a delightful old professor. $2.50.
$2.50 • .

AFTER NOON
By Susan
Su~an Ertz
As she did in "Madame Claire," Miss Ertz has
bas
written in her new book a ·story
peostory of delightful people that will appeal to a wide and discriminating
reading public. In "After Noon" Charles Lester is
left alone after the marriage of his
bis grown daughters:
and in spite of the disaster of a former love that ,.
leaves him still hurt and distrustful, · he re-marries.
Holy
forebodings,, and distrust threaten
How his tragic forebodings
his second marriage with shipwreck furnish a theme
well suited to Miss Ertz's inimitable style. $2.00

D. APPLETON AND COMPANY
COMP ANY
Macaulay
PUBLISHERS, NEW

Publishers
YORK.

New York
a

FICTION
NEW FICTION

The Vacationist
-he
lze week-end or summer-long tripper—
tripper—be he
will take huge delight in

HONK!
A Motor Romance
HAL MAN"
By DORIS F. HALMAN
In this vivacious account of a motor
E urop e by a party of
trip through Europe
A.tnericans, the author gives a .
young Americans,
new twist to stories of European travel,
reall
romanc~ on a rea
staging comedy and romance
background of French and Swiss villages, Spanish
Span ish castles,
c:astles, the Riviera and
a sky-blue Mediterranean. $2.00

RIDERS OF THE
TH E WIND
W IND
is in its

CAPTAIN 'FLY-BY-NIGHT
FLY-BY-NIGHT
Johnston
By Johnst
on McCulley, Author of "THE RANGER'S
CODE." A
A charming story in
in•which
which romance and revolu•
revolution are interwoven in a series of thrilling incidents. The
scene is early California and the plot is founded on
·scene
events historically
histor ically correct.
"Mr. McCulley has put a
great deal of careful work in tthis
his story and as a result
it is far more satisfactory and convincing
.it
convinc ing than more
recent books."—London
books."-London Literary Supplement.
$z.oo
$2.00

THE WEEK-END MYSTERY
By Robert A. Simon. Although primarily a detective
story, it is full of genuine characterization and the people
who
wh<;> become involved
involveP, in this strange
sfrange house party are
delightfully
deltgbtfully real.
real. The book is full of ·rrare
are entertaim;nent.
entertainment.
.$2.00

SWORD PI.:,AY
PLAY

By Charles
Charl es B. Stilson, Author of "THE ACE OF
BLADES," etc. A random quarrel on an English hillside
-and
—and a,a vouth
youth is away for France with little to save him
but his high-heart and sword. This is an account of the
turbulent passage through Seventeenth Century France of
Raymond, Son of Denys. Truly, a romantic
romanti"C masterpiece.
$z.oo PACIFIC
$2.00

B . Shearer. A great novel of international
By William B.
intrigue.
intrigue. Commander Rodgers of the U. S. Navy, is sent
sen t
the Orient on a secret and confidential
cor:fidential mission.
misSion. · $2.50
$z.50

to
to

THE AVENGER

7th Printing 7th

Wesley
Charle,s W
esley Sanders,
Sa nders, Author of "TROUBLE
By Charles
RANGE." It will be a fortunate year if 1926 sees another
RANGE."
· $2.00
$2.oo ·
Western story that is as good.

$2.00
$2.00

FREDERI CK A.
A . STOKES COMPANY
COMPAN Y
FREDERICK

6

By E. J.
J . Rath, Author of "THE NERVOUS WRECK."
One of the funniest,
funniest, most unexpected and altogether
delightful stories ever offered the public. Third printing.
, $2.00
$2.oo

PACIFICO

E
LSWYTH THANE'S
THAN E'S
ELSWYTH

A Satisfying Love Story!

·WHEN
W HEN THE DEVIL WAS SICK

G. HOWARD WATT
NEW YORK

PUBLISHER

Books

D •

whipped
Whipped
Crea·tn
Cream
(l A man of forty-six, his bride
twenty-threetwentr-three(l Youth calls to youth—and
youth-and responds.
(l Ensue: complications and near
disaster;
(l Affections and intimacies are
jeopardized.
CL With great genius and skill
Geoffrey Moss depicts a modern
social life, so · cleverly, so
individually, so real that its
problems become the reader's
problems and its heartache the
heartache of the people about
you.

by

Geoffrey Moss

The Author of Sweet Pepper
Two Dollars
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,
Romance
CJ{_omance is back on
. the winds of popular favor.
gorl!eous story
Here's a gorgeous
from a master hand.

THE
THe

FOURTH
f OUR't1t
QUEEN
Q,UE£ N
by
Pater$on
Isabel Paterson
by Isabel
Aurhorof
.
Author
of
THE
SINGING SEASON
TflE SINGING
SEASON
A
roman
A vivid romance
of
sea
and ,
of sea-lights
intri
-fights and
amorous intrigue

i:

at the Court
of
Court of
g Bat
Qu een
the good Queen
.
ess,
Bess.

2°°
&
LIVERIGHT
N. Y.

"THEY
"THE Y

The Critics Comment on
New Books Worth Reading

T
HE
THE

book of the season most
universally recommended by
the critics is "Clara
"Clara Barron," by
Harvey O'Higgins, published by Harper. Hey"At last
N. Y. World says, "At
wood Broun in the N.
of curI've come upon a one-best-bet in the field of
rent fiction. 'Clara
'Clara Barron' is an enthralling tale.
with out any
• . . This novel I can recommend without
descri bes it
reservation." · Baird Leonard jn Life describes
as "one of the most interesting novels I have ever
Oiw
read," and F. P. A. of
of the N. Y. World, in Our
Own Samuel Pepys,
Pepys., says "I deem it the finest book
the author hath yet done,
d one, which is no faint praise,
neither".
neither.'1,
Harry Salpeter, also of the
N. Y. World, has
the. N.
chosen T. S. Stribling's •"Teeftallow,"
"Teeftallow," as worthy
of laurels—"We
drum and dance
laurels-"We hereby beat the 'drum
in the streets for `Teeftallow:
'Teeftallow.' T. S. Stribling is a
two-fisted novelist. `Teeftallow'
'Teeftallow' is a novel of the
Tennessee hill folk which definitely places him
above the salt at the table of American novelists.
Doubleday, Page has the ' honor of publishing this
To say
, novel." And in a later column he adds, ~To
that Teeftallow is excellent is merely to state a
fact, not an opinion, and the only
oniy reviewers who
have not praised it are those,
those_who have not read it."
Scott Fitzgerald is again in the literary limelight with "All the Sad Young Men" (Scribner).
We quote Harry Hansen of the Chicago Daily
News:
ta !es. They
News: "It is a joy to read these tales.
lack sameness; they are ironical, and sad, and
II
ti

JO

SAY"
S A Y "

MONTH
THE MONTH
BOOKS
BOOKS OF
OF THE

WHAT
WHAT TO
TO READ
READ

ntillat.e. MoreMorescintillate.
turns;; they
they sci
good fun
fun by
by turns
jq,lly
jolly good
keeping step
step
Fitzgerald keeping
F. Scott
Scott Fitzgerald
over',
over, theY,
they•show
show F.
F.
his
expresses his
A. expresses
generation
F. PP.. A.
v,;th
with hjs
his ·generatm.
Samuel Pepys,
Pepys, N.
N. Y.
Y. World,
World,
Own Samuel
opinion
in O.ur
Our Own
opinion in
anything he
he ever
than anything
ever wrote,
wrote,
better than
"I
liked these
these better
"I liked
"
'Absolution.'"
called 'Absolution.'
tayle called
in
especiall aa tayle
in especiall

can
can Tragedy,'
Tragedy,' would
would fit
fit it
it far
far better
better than
than the
the title
title
itit has.
has. For
For what
what itit sets
sets forth
forth is
is simply
simply the
the futility
futility
of
of success,
success, as
as success
success is
is meaured
meaured in
in aa sordid
sordid
" And
land.
land. .. .. .."
And ifif we
we may
may quote
quote F.
F. P.
P. A.
A. again
again,
honest
"Read
"Read C.
C. Norris's
Norris's 'Pig
'Pig Iron,'
Iron,' aa good
good honest book'
book,
and
and wrote
wrote with
with great
great fidelity
fidelity of
of detail.''
detail." And
And
itself
Tragedy"
American
"An
speaking
speaking of
of "An American Tragedy" itself by
by
P.
F.
Liveright),
&
'theodore
Theodore Dreiser
Dreiser (Boni
(Boni & Liveright), F. P. A.
A.
me
fascinate
doth
says,
says, "Long
"Long though
though itit be,
be, yet
yet itit doth fascinate me
years.''
more
more than
than any
any book
book II have
have read
read in
in many
many years?'

(HarDe Kruif
Kruif (Harby Paul
Paul De
Hunters" by
"The
"The Microbe
Microbe Hunters"
more .&
reading list
list as
as more
Broun's reading
Heywood Broun's
court),
court), heads
heads Heywood
work he
he 11f
any fiction
fiction work
exciting than
than ariy
interesting and
and exciting
interesting
includes
same list
list he
he includes
In the
the same
recently read.
read. In
has
has recently
(McSweeney" (Mcof Mr.
Mr. Sweeney"
"Friends of
Elmer
Elmer Davis'
Davis' "Friends
season,"
novel of the
the season,"
amusing novel
as "the
"the most.
most amusing
Bride)
Bride) as
Loos
Blonds," Anita
Anita Loos
Prefer Blonds,"
"Gentlemen Prefer
as
well as
as "Gentlemen
as well
Bayonet," by
by
and "Spanish
"Spanish Bayonet,"
Liveright), and
(Boni
(Boni & Liveright),
(Doran).
Stephen
Stephen Benet (J)oran).
well
promises well
book which
which promises
non-fiction book
Another
Another non-fiction
(Scribner).
Sullivan (Scribner}.
Mark Sullivan
Times," by
by Mark
is
is "Our Times,"
the
funniest book of the
"the funniest
Hansen calls
calls it "the
Harry
Harry Hansen
more
create more
going to
to create
book that
that is
is going
the book
year
year and
and the
I"
any II know
know !"
talk—than any
longwinded talk-than
lk-more longwinded
ta
talk—more
n
woman
question as
as to
to whether aa woma
The
The everpresent question
outside
and have
have aa career outside
home ahd
can
can maintain aa home
Jameson's "Three
theme of Storm Jameson's
o f it is
.of
is the
the theme
"they" say
say
This is
is what "they"
(Knopf). This
Kingdoms
Kingdoms (Knopf).
any doubt
is without any
" 'Three Kingdoms'
Kingdoms' is
about it,
it, "'Three
the modern
the best novel II have ever read about the
husband and
of career, husband
woman and her problem df.
"M iss Jameson · has
y Butcher;
Butcher; "Miss
child."-Fann
child."—Fanny
tion of Laucharacterization
Lauachieved a triumph in her characteriza
has a
-d Leonard;
Leonard; "The author has
Storm."—Baird
rence
rence Storm.''-Bair
le-. . .. .. It seems to
to me that Storm
people.
feeling
feeling for peop,
writes."
Jameson improves
improves with each novel she writes."
Hansen.
-Harry
—Harry Hansen.

M e-rcury recomrecomH.
H. L.
L. Mencken in the American Mercury
Iron," by Charles G. Norris (Dutton),
mends "Pig Iron,"
iaying, "I have read it with immense interest, and
saying,
unflaggingly. Dreiser's title 'An Amerienjoyed it unflaggingly.
r2
T2

s "Some
Meade
Meade Minnigerode'
Minnigerode's
"Some American
American Ladies"
Ladies"
(Putnam),
(Putnam), receives
receives favorable
favorable mention
mention from
from Harrv
Harry
Prest◊-~
Keith
Salpeter
Salpeter in
in the
the N.
N. Y.
Y. World
World, and
and Keith Preston
of the
of
the Chicago
Chicago Daily
Daily Neu:s.
News. The
The latter
latter says
says of
of the
the
author,
author, "He
"He has
has made
made the
the most
most of
of slight
slight material
material
in these
in
these portraits
portraits with
with very
very agreeable
results in
in
agreeable results
most
most instances."
instances."
"Bles_sed
"Blessed is
is the
the week
week that
that binds
binds Ring
Ring Lardner
Lardner
and
and Milt
Milt Gross
Gross •into
into books,"
books," writers
writers Harry
Harry SalSalpeter in
in the
peter
the N.
N. Y.
Y. World
World recently.
recently. "'The
"'The Love
Love
Scribner)
by
published
Nest' (Ring
Nest'
(Ring :Lardner,
Lardner, published by Scribner) is
is
very fine
aa very
fine book,
book, fict10nal
fictional Americana
Americana of
of the
the first
first
the
to
meat
red
good
men,
all
to
order,
order, all
all things
things to
men, good red meat to the
general,
general, and,
and. caviar i:o
to the
the special."
special." And
And of
of "Nize
"Nize
by Milt Gross, published
Baby,"
Baby," by
published by
by Doran
Doran, he
he
says, "l~s
"Its wit is
says,
is abso~ute;
absolute; its
its simplified
simplified speiling
spelling
icereeks
reeks with character;
character; its
its malapropisms
malapropisms are
are pr
price• .
less."
less."
a new
And now
now Heywood Brouri
Broun ·offers
offers a
new literarv
literary
?iet,
diet, adding aa few
few new titles
titles to
to his
his previous
previous favo/:
favor"Speaking of
1tes,
ites, and here it is.
is. "Speaking
of books,
books, II recom
recom-Sylvia
by
mend 'Clara Barron,'
Barren, 'Lolly Willowes,'
Willowes,' by Sylvia
'Spanish Bay
Townsend Warner (Viking Press),
Tow?s~nd
Press), 'Spanish
Bay-Ford
by
Parades,'
onet,'
More
onet, No
by Ford
Ford Madox
Madox Ford
Samby Thyra
Business,' by
(A.
(A. & .C. Boni), 'Show Business,'
Thyra SamSweeney'
Mr. Sweeney,'
of Mr.
'Friends of
ter Wmslow
Winslow (Knopf), 'Friends
'
Hunters',"
and 'The Microbe Hunters'."
13
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MONTH

Books OF

LATE SPRING FICTION
FICTION

1

New Novels for May
After Noon. Ily
Su san Ertz. Author of "Madame
" Madame Claire."
Claire. "
By Susan
The family affairs and rromance
omance of a
a man old fi.nough
enough to
daughter s and young enough to find new
have grown daughters
$2.
adventure in life for himself. Appleton, $a.
Herrick.
Author of "Together."
"Together ."
Chimes.
By Robert Herrick.
fe from the
th e inside-a
life
inside—a story of the conflicts
University li
~nd compromises of a
a professor's life. Macmillan, $2.
and
Flight. By W
alter White. Author of "The Fire in the
Walter
Flint."
The adventures of 1\'Iimi
Mimi Daquin, a New
wh-o "goes white"
white" but
Orleans Creole with auburn hair, who
returns to her own people. Knopf,
Kn op£, $2.50.
in the end returns
:Mr.
emple . Thurston.
Temple
Mr. Bottleby Does Something. By E. T
The romance of a
Author of "The Green Bough."
professor~ fortified with daring views on
woman-hating professor,
th e status of modern woman.
woma·n. Doran, $2.
the
The Trail of Glory. By Leroy Scott. With introduction
T. Tilden.
The story
stor y of a
a tennis chamcham•
by William T.
-pion.
pion. Houghton, $2.
Author of "Kimono."
"Kimono."
The
Banzai. By John
John Paris.
biogr aphical tale of a modern picaresque
picare sque
somewhat biographical
Japanese. ·Liveright,
Liveright, $2.50.
:Dusk
·By Catherine Clark. Author of "Heart of
Husk of Day. 'By
a Lark."
Lark."
How a
a childhood quarrel between two
brothers
i:, rothers affects their whole lives.
lives. Seltzer, $a
$z.

•

Honk! By Doris F.
F. Holman.
Halman. A
A romaatic
Honk!
romantic tale of three
impecunious young Americans who take a
a motor trip
!hrough
a nd Switzerland.
Switzerland . Stokes,
through France, Italy, Spain and
$2.
Whipped Cream.
Cream. By Geoffrey Moss. Author of "Sweet
Pepper."
A
Pepper. "
A portrait of a frivolous but lovely young
girl
g irl and her neurotic circle, contrasted with a
a hero of
str ength.
Doran, $2.
unusual strength.
Doran,
A Sporting Chance. By Margaret Cameron. An irreA
irre sponsible, irresistible tale of youth and love and laughter, involving a
a millionaire'
son , a pretty girl and
millionaire'ss son,
assorted entanglements.
entanglements . Harper, $2.
One Little Man. By Christopher Ward. The amusing
story
s tor y of a
a mediocre man, by a well-known
well•known humorist,
author of "Foolish
"Fooli s h Fiction
."
Fiction."
Harper, $2.50.

The Eternal Feminine

Roundabout.
A gay, satiric first novel
Roundabout. By Nancy Hoyt. A
takes its
its "heroine
·heroine from her home in a
a Montmarte
which takes
shington where she makes
Washington
studio around the world to Wa
her debut in the diplomatic set.
set. Knopf, $2.50.
$:,.50.

0, Genteel
Gent'eel Lady!
Lady I By Esther
Forbes.
1ife, love or
How can life,
even death overwhelm so genteel
a
lady,
a
b y the hoop of
protected by
her skirts,
skirts , the buckram of her
stays
s tays and the code of her ladylady-·
hood? A first novel. Houghton,
Houghton, $2$2.
hood?
Juliet
Juli.
et' Is Twenty. By JJane
ane Abbott.
A
A romance as gay and vvaliant
ali a nt as
FRO'M
"0, GENTEEL
GENTEEL
FROM "0,
youth itself. '• Juliet is mode
you-th
rn
LADY!"
HougMon
modern
LADY!" Houghton
and she is twenty!
twenty I Lippincott, $2.
Elizabeth's.
Elizabe•
th's- Tower. By Margaret Weymouth Jackson.
Jackson. The
s tory of · a brave,
brave , helpful girl reared on the Dakota
story
plains.. Bobbs-M.,
plains
Bobbs -M.-, $2.
The Swinging Goddess. By Marjorie Carleton.
Carleton . How the
daughter qt a circus fami
l y tries
tries to hide her
ber parentage
family
and how in the end she finally comes to a real appreciation of their
th~ir worth.
worth. Small, M., $2.
Flapper Anne. By Corra Harris. Author of "My Book
and Heart.'
Heart.'' A spirited story of an ultra-modern girl
girl
in an
ultra-conservative town. Houghton,
a n ultra~conservative
~oughton, $2.
$.2.
Women Like Men. By Allan Leigh
woma1<' s
Leigh.. Depicting a woman's
search for
fo r her place in modern life. Trying to Jive
live the
l'he
codeless existence which ever has been the prerogative
tiye of the male, she finally relinquishes it in favor of
marriage
marriage.. Macaulay, $2.
$2.
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REALISM vs. ROMANCE

Tales That Are Different

a Beckett Terrell. AuA<>Common of Angels. By Dorothy a
thor of "Last Year's Nest."
Nest."
In which the heroine's
faith calls
call s her away from a divorced man whom she
loves. Appleton, $2.

The Silver Stallion. By James Branch Cabell.
Cabell. Author
of "Jurgen."
"Jurgen. " Mr. Cabe11's
Cabell's first book
hook of fiction in nearly
three years. A novel of the events in Poictesme after
Dom Manual rode westward in company with Grandfather Death. McBride, $2.5o.
$2.50.
The Sunken
Sun.ken Garden. By Nathalia Crane.
Crane. A first novel
by the child poetess, author of "The Janitor's Boy."
Boy. "
Seltzer, $2.
The Sacred Tree. By Lady Murasaki. Translated by
by
Arthur Waley.
Waley.
The second volume of "The Tale of
Genjii"
Genj ii " carries on with charm this thousand-year-old
thousand-year-oJd
romance. Houghton, $3.50.
Adam's
.,\
dam's Breed.
Breed. By . Radcliffe Hall. The story of GianLucca,
Lucca1 the strange son of a great poet, and how he lost
Jost.
his soul in a London restauran
restaurantt and found it again in
a green
g reen English forest.
forest. Doubleday, $2.50.

Sentimental Journeys
The Windy Hill.
Perry.
The story of
By Jennings Perry.
Clita Moss,
l\1oss, a rapturous nymph-like creature, and John
Starr, a
a- railway clerk who because of her becomes a
knight-errant. Simon & S., $2.
Major Dane's Garden.
Garden. By M. F.
F . Perham. A story
stor y of
· love and passion and the familiar triangle, laid in
tropic Africa. Houghton, $2.50
t2.50 .
· Shule Agra. By Kathleen Coyle. Author of "Piccadilly."
"Piccadilly."
The story of a modern Irish family and their friends
living
Jiving near Dublin, pafticularly
Hassan , the
particularly of "Shule" Hassan,
daughter, who falls
falls desperately in love with Shanad, a
dark, brooding
br-ooding mechanic.
inechanic. Dutton, $2.

b

War's Aftermath
By Olive Gilbreath.
If Today Have No Tomorrow.
Revolution-the story of
A novel of Russia during the Revolution—the
Michael Acar and the conflict between his Russian love of life
and his English sense of duty.
Dutton, $2.
God and Tony Hewitt. By Albert
Kinross. Author
Auth-or of "The Torch."
Kinross.
A picture of the war in the Near
A
East and a tale of a struggle in
Eng li sh
the hearts of a young English
hero and the woman he loves.
Houghton, $2.
From Double Eagle to Red Flag.
EAGLE
' 'DoUBLE EAGLE
By General P.
P. N. Krassnoff. A
A FROM "DOUBLE
TO RED FLAG"
novel of Czardom, war and revoDuffie{.d
Duffield
lution embracing the period from
18g4 to 1925,
1921, in which the names and situations
situation s are
1894
real. 2 vols. Duffield, $7.50.
.
Americansi. · By Mary Helen
Hele>1 Fee. A novel revealPlain Americans.'
ing some of the-many
the, many types that
lhat go to make up AmeriAmeri can social life.
life. Much of it is laid against the background
of
the
1,:round
W~rld War.
W·;i.r. McClurg, $2.
$z.
World

In Days Gone By
Shilling. . By Idwal Jones.
J ones. Romance, ad- .
The Splendid Shilling.
a.re in this novel of a . boy whose
venture and daring are
Califon, ia of
gypsy blood carries him from Wales to California
the roistering fifties.
fifties. Doubleday, $2.
B y Alan Douglas.
Douglas . A dashing novel with
For the King. By
identi ty of twin brothers,
brothers ,
plot based upon the mixed identity
otl:ier a Roundhead, one
one of whom is a Royalist, the other
th e other at King Charles'
Charle s'
a trusted officer of Cromwell, the
right hand. Macrae Smith, $2.
$2.
Rio :Bravo.
Ily Edwin L. Sabin, An adventurous
adventw:ous romance
roman-ce
Bravo. By
da)'ii of Zachariah Taylor,
of the Texan frontier in the days
Mexican
when the Rio Grande River was known by its
name
na-me of Rio Bravo. Macrae Smith, $2
$z
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LOW
HIGH LIFE AND LO,W
HIGH.

THE MONTH

Oberlin's Three Stages. By Jacob Wassermann.
W assermann. Author
Au thor
Oberlin's
Illus ion."
A study
s tu d y of tthe
h e mental
m ental
of "The World's Illusion."
A
development of a young German aristocrat and of his
w ith life
l ife and love in a chaotic post-war
disillusion with
society. Harcourt,
Harcour t, $2.50.

4

•

Beatrice.
By Ar
thur Schnitzler.
Sch n itzler.
"Fraule in
Arthur
Author of "Fraulein
E
l se." Beatrice sets out to protect her son, jjust
ust home
Else."
-from
w iles of a beautiful
beaut iful adventuress.
adventuress .
from school, from the wiles
.Out
on l y the
t h e beginning
beginni ng of her own greatest
But that proves only
adventure:
adventure: Simon
S imon & S., $1.5o.
$1.50.
The Devil.
By Leo Tolstoy.
based on the old conception of
chie{ agent in achieving man's
n1an's
chief
Harper, $2.

A posthumous novel
h e devil's
d evil's
woman as tthe
destr uction.
spiritual destruction.

Things
Thing s Greater Than
Tha n He.
L uc iano Zuccoli.
Zu ccol i.
By Luciano
JItalian
tali an novelist's story of Giorgio, a boy
with a poet's sensitive
sensi ti ve imagination, and
u ncomprehending bourgeois family.
family .
of his uncomprehending
Holt, $2.50.

•

FROM "THE
FROM
"THE GREAT VALLEY."

Little. Brown
BrownLittle,

Spanish
S pa nish Faith. By Francis Bellamy. Old Mexico in the
days of Spanish rule is the setting of this
th'is 'romantic
'rom_a ntic
tale of high adventure.
adven ture. Harper, $z.
$2.
The
T he Great Valley. By
B y Mary
Mar y Johnston.
J ohnston. Author of
of° "The
Slave Ship." The
The hardships of frontier life are vividly
vivi dly
pictured in this novel of Elizabet
h Selkirk's
Selkir k's girlhood
Elizabeth
'in
· in the Shenandoah
Shenandoah Valley, and la
t er her marriage
later
and trip westward amid the dangers
danger s of the French and
Indian War. Little,
Little, B., $2.
Bonanza:
Mac-B onanza: A Story of the Gold
Goid Trail. By William Mac
A novel
Leod Raine. Author of "The Desert's Price." A
nove l
of the gold-boom towns of the sixties and how two
brothers, one a gambler,
ga m bler, the other a pony-expr
ess rider,
ri der,
pony-express
brought law and order out of riotous anarchy. DoubleD oub leday, $2.

From Foreign Shores
The Ninth
N inth Thermidor. By M.
M . A. A
lclanov. An historical
Aldanov.
romance of the time of Catherine the Great;
Great; the hero, a
Europe.
young diplomat who vvisits
isits various countries of Eur
ope.
Knopf, $2.50.

Pall e Rosenkrantz.
Rosenkrantz. A
Cat and Candle. By Palle
livel y tale of tangled
tang led loves by a Danish
lively
wo r k is especially
especial l y popular in
ia
author whose work
Doub leday. $2
Scandinavia and Germany. Doubleday.

0pp()site Poles of Life
Opposite
H ou se-Mai d . By Naomi G. Roy
Royde
-Smith.
The House-Maid.
de-Smith.
FROM
l'RoM
Author of "The Tortoise-Shell. Cat." The
s torv of ·a
"TH£
"THE
story
a house-maid's career, chronicling
effect s of her far-reaching
far-reaCh ing ambitions HOUSEMAID"
FTouSEMAio"
the - effects
Knopf ·
Qf people
Peopl e ignorant of her very
on a group of
existence. Knopf, $2.50.

J. ,H. Skrine.
Daughter .
By Mary
Mar y J.
Skr ine .
Shepherd Easton's Daughter.
characte_r novel
nove l of peasant life in England. LongA character
mans, $2. •·

Wild Heart. By Isabelle Sandy.
Sandy. Author of "Andorra."
Pyrenees.
A story of the Spanish peasants of the Py,renees.
Houghton, $2.

Mary Christmas.
Christmas .

By Mary Ellen Chase.
an Armenian woman peddler and the
brough t to tthe
h e villages along the Maine
brought
Little, B., $1.5o.
$1.50.
19 ..
19
•

18

An

The story of
romance she
Illas.
coast. Illu.
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IN THE GREAT OPEN SPACES

The Cabala. By
B.i; Thornton Niven Wilder. An intimate
The
today,,
story of the high aristocratic group in Rome today,
$2 ..,o.
written with biting irony. A. & C. Boni, $2.50.
Count
Collllt Braga.
Bruga. By Ben Hecht. Author of "Erik Dora."
Dorn..''
A satire, a mystery story and a
a romance all rolled
into one. Liveright, $2.

Myst~y.
For the
tbe
The Lone Lodge Mystery.
By John Hawk.
perennial lover of detective stories this offers excitentent and an unexpected conclusion. Doran, $2.
ment

Murder Will Out!
The Bat. By Mary Roberts Rinehart and Avery Hopplay.
wood.
A novelization of the famous mystery piay.
Doran, $2.
$,,.
Doran,
In Bad with Sinbad. By Arthur Stringer. Author of
1
' Power."
A mystery story featuring a New York
Y.ork
"Power."
A
Arabian night and Laban Lindhagan of British Columbia
who becomes involved in a thrilling metropolitan adventure. Bobbs-M., $1.
ture.
A King by Night. By Edgar Wallace. Author of "The
A
Clue of the Twisted Candle." A hair-raising mystery
story in which an elusive brute who calls himself the
$2.
"King of Bonginda" figures. Doubleday, $2.
The Final Count. By H. C. McNeile. Bulldog Drummond again enters into conflict with his arch-enemy
Petersen. Doran, $2.
The Vanity Case. By Carolyn Wells. Two adjoining
Long Island settlements are suddenly stunned and
puzzled by the death of beautiful Myra Heath. Putnam, $2.
An .exciting
exciting
Madame Judas.
Judas,
By Margaret Turnbull.
murder mystery introducing Juliet Jackson, the "FeFeri-et." Lippincott, $2.
male Ferret."
Yellow Shadows. By Sax Rohmer. Author of "Dr. Fu
Manchu." The murder of a wealthy Limehouse Chinaman on the night of a dense fog keeps Scotland Yard
guessing . .Doubleday, $2.
and the reader guessing.
Knew. By Patrick Leyton. The sudden
The Man Who Knew.
and n1ysterious
mysterious disappearance of a diamond necklace at
dinn~r party makes an exciting story.
s tory. Small, M., $2.
a dinner
Orde¾' of the Octopus. By Sydney Horler. Thrills,
The Order
susr)ense and romance in a story of the kidnapping of
suspense
a famous inventor. Doran, $2.
The Secret
By Dhan Gopal
S~et Listeners
Listen.ers of the East.
Mukerji. An Oriental mystery story. Dutton, $2.

FROM
Jlli-OM
"WEST
" W EST
OF
Dodge"
Dows''

Published s
PUBLISHED

LAST
LAsT

by
MONTH BY
MONTH

Dodd.
Dodd,
Mead
Mend
•

"Where
''Where Men Are Men"—
Men"Downey of the Mounted. By James
James B. Hendryx.
He0:dryx. Author
of "Oak and Iron." Young
Youn•g Cameron Downey, son of
a close-fisted storekeeper in Saskatchewan, didn't like
the grocery business so became Corporal Downey of the
Canadian Mounted Police instead.
instead . Putnam, $2.
Child of the Wild.
Author of _
By Edison Marshall.
"The Sleeper of the Moonlit Ranges."
Ranges."
A little boy
A
as h ore on the unfriendly Alaskan coast; as
a·s a
is cast ashore
man he returns to his own people to fight for his
heritage and his love. Cosmopolitan Bk., $2.
The Boss of the Diamond A. By Robert Ames Bennet.
Author of "The Cattle Baron." A
A young lady tries to
manage a cattle ranch in an Eastern jazz 1nanner.
manner.
McClurg, $2.
The Valley of the Stars.
By Charles Alden Seltzer.
Author of "Brass Commandments." A
A lively Western
tale of a two-gun man and a young girl from the East
who went into partnership on a Montana ranch and
fought a band of cattle rustlers.
rustlers. Century, $2.

Half-Hour Tales
Eva and the Derelict
t>erelict Boat. By Franz Molnar. Author
of "Prisoners."
"Pri soners." Two short stories introducing men and
typ<>S. Bobbs-M., $2.5o.
$2.50.
women of opposite types.
21
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Here and Beyond. By Edith Wharton. Author of "The
11o ther 1 s Recompense."
,vharton's most
Mother's
Recompense."
Six of Mrs. Wharton's
significant short stories, offering a variety of theme
b:ickground. Three of them are psychic in nature.
and background.
Appleton, $2.50.
Instruments
B y Alice Duer Miller. Gay,
Gay ,
Instruments of Darkness. By
sprightly
stor ies by the author of "Are
Are Parents People?"
Peop le? "
s prightl y stories
Dodd, M.,
11., $2.
$:z.
By Emma Lindsay Squier.
Children of the Twilight.
se ri es of stories
s tories based on legends of the vanishing
va nishi ng
A series
American s . Cosmopolitan Bk., $2.
Americans.
The Nest. By Anne Douglas Sedgwick. A notable colstori es by the author of "The Little
lection of short stories
French Girl"
Girl" now reissued in the new uniform edition
of her works.
Houghton,
$2.50.
works..
A book of
Deni s Litchfield. A
As a Man Sows. By Grace Denis
short
Putnam..
s ho rt stories.
s tori es. Putnam

THE REALM OF- NON-FICTION

F'ROM -"THE
·"THE
FROM
ROMANY
STAIN"

B \ . CHRISTOPHER
BY
i\{QRLEY
MORLEY
Doubleday

11

Copy
—1926. An unusual
Copy-1926.
un~ sual anthology
a n thol ogy made up of stories,
wr itten by members of the
plays, poems and essays written
U n iver~ity. Appleton,
Appleton , $2.
Writers Club of Columbia University.
Haupbnann.
Kl enze .
From Goethe to Hauptmann.
By Camillo Von Klenze.
Ger·m a n and comparative
comparaf;Jve literatures, showsho wA
A survey of German
V iking the cultural development of the 19th century. Viking Pr., $2.50.

City Pavements vs. Country Lanes
Charle s Downing Lay.
The Freedom of the City.
By Charles
Defending the city's spires and canyons as opposed to
the open spaces of the country, the
th e author contends
re s idence. Duffield, $1.
that the city is an ideal place of residence.
A
A Bucolic Attitude. By Walter Prichard
Pri chard Eaton. A
A defense of country life in answer to
t o Mr. Lay's praise of
city
city existence. Duffield, $1.
$r.

Spring Fancies in Drama and Verse
EMMA LINDSAY
EMMA
AK IINDIAN
ND I AN
LINDSAY SQUIER AND AN
THE
OF THR
FRIEND. See "CHILDREN OF
Tw1LI GRT ,., above
abm•c
TWILIGHT"

Essays and General Literature
Stain. By Christopher Morle
y . Author
Autho r of
The Romany Stain.
Morley.
eft. " Essays and sketches prompted
"Thunder on the L
Left."
th e author's
a uthor's recent visit to France
F ran ce and England.
by the
illus.
Tilus . Doubleday, $2.5o.
$2.50.
Notorious Literary Attacks. Edited by Albert Mordell.
A collection
co ll e ction of fifteen devastatingly critical essays that
tha t
have had
ha d their effect on the .literature
literature of this and the
previou s century. Liveright, $2.50.
previous
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Stars .
By· Vachel Lindsay.
Going to the Stars.
By
Author of
"Going to the Sun."
Sun ." Lindsay's first new book of poems
in several
sever al years.
revea 1s his love and understandyears. It reveals
ing of nature, particularly
particular] y of the Western mountain
countr y. Appleton, $2.
country.
Laughing Ann and Other Poems,
Poems.. By A. P. Herbert. An
entertaining volume of light verse with amusing
a mus ing drawings
i·ngs by George Morrow. Doubleday, $2.
"Old Prof" Dickson and Other Poems. By Carl Holliday.
A
A book of American verse. ·Seltzer,
$1.50.
Seltzer, $5.5o.
Alexander and Three Small Plays. By
B y Lord Dunsany.
Author of "The Laughter 'of
of th
thee Gods." Short plays of
fantasy and charm.
ch~rm: Putnam, $1.75.
$1.75,
The Nursery-Maid of Heaven and Other Plays,
Plays.
By
Thomas Wood Stevens.
Six one-act plays of varied
Six
settings and theme.
th eme. Appleton, $1.75.
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HANGMAN
HANGMAN'S
'S HOUSE
By DONN BYRNE ,
The newest and best of all Donn Byrne's
great romances.
Romancer, poet, gallant sportsman, great
artist and great man, a Donn Byrne is born
to bless this world with his bold, colorful,
high-hearted stories once in a hundred years.
A nobler Byron, a more musical Dumas, a
more vital Meredith. a swifter moving Scott
—here he is, Donn Byrne! And no one can
tell a story like him.

Marie Conway Oemler
pathos
7Jt.JrTH
pa_thos and huWith
. mor, Mrs.
Mrs. Oemler
pictures the most joyousfamilyyou
ous
family you have ever
met. A
A story that will
bring a
a smile to your
face while tears are in
your eyes. $2.00.
THE CENTURY CO., Nero York
'Publishers of Enduring 'Books

HousE is a story of leprechauns
HANGMAN'S HOUSE
and revolutionaries, of steeple chases and fox
hunts, of the fighting which strong men do
with their hands, of brave hearts which
never falter, of love which wins its own.
Illustrated, $2.50. Special edition, autographed, limited to 345 copies, $10.00.
$ I o.oo.
publica25th thousand four weeks before publica:
tion.

en an
Horses
.RqssSante
Ross

is
"HANGMAN'S HOUSE is
the really great book we
have been awaiting from
Mr. Byrne's hands."
-London
—London Times.
Times.

"High
riotous
Byrne
best."
-Lond
—London

tragedy and
comedy.
Mr.
bravest and

Santee

HE life of
(.7::'>!'{E
ofthevaniehthe vanish-

- ~ ing
1ng open range country in sketches and
stories. A stirring book
for the lover of bold actions and bold men.
men, A
delightful book
boo·k for the
connoisseur of
ofvivid
vivid writing
ingandgraphic
and graphic art.$3.00.
a,t. $3.00.

Morning
ning Post.

CENTURY
Enduring Books

THE CENTURY CO., New York
'Publishers of Enduring 'Books

o

ABROAD IN

ERNEST
PASCAL
Author of
SWAtN"
"THE DARK SWAN"

BOOKS

Ries€nberg. Author of
Vignettes of the Sea. By Felix Riesenberg.
th,e varied
• "Under Sail." Short essays dealing with the
sea . Illus. Harcourt, $3.
~3moods of the sea.

Globe
Picturesque Corners of the ?lobe

"THE VIRGIN FLAME"
writes another brilliant
American novel.

Chart~ and Travel Chats.
Travel Charts
By Frederick L. Collins.
Collins : A
A breezy,
11-nconventiona
unconventionall sort of guide book
on western Europe, giving tips on
where to go, what to see, expenses
Bobbs-riL, $2.50.
involved, etc. Bobbs-M.,

CynthiaCoventry
CynthiaCoventry

Golding.
Sicilian Noon.
By Louis Golding.
Author . of "Sunward."
A witty,
Author.
t o 11 r of
poetical and observant tour
Sicily. Knopf, $2.50.

An uncompromising and intimate study
$2.00
$2.00
of the modern American girl.
'"Worth reading both because it
ii is
is . aa good
"Worth
swry, and Mr.
.Mr. Pa,scal
story,
Pascal is an accurate observer
life."-(N. Y. World)
of life."—(N.

Young Love
By John G. Brandon
"Not a sentimental rommnce
romance but
bu,t a lively
/,ively jolly,
buoyant tale with a chuckle on every page and
a plot that keeps one wide awake. It is after
the Wodehouse type."-(
The Outlook)
Oittlook)
$2.00
type."—(The

From VIGNETTES
Majorca.
By Henry C. Shelley.
Shelley.FROM
"VIGNETTES or
OF
semi•tropical THE
TTIF. SEA"
Su.A" Harcourt
Description of the semi-tropical
island off the coast of Spain, which
was ·the
the last stronghold of the Moors
Moor s in Europe. Illus.
B.,, $2.50.
Little, B.

In Himalayan Tibet. By A. Reeve Heber and Kathleen
M. Heber. A
A fascinating description of a little · known
Jived there for some years.
country by those who have lived
Lippincott, $6.
·

of the Sacred Well.
Well. By T. A. Willard.
Wilbrd. Telling
The City of
of thirty years of exploration among the buried cities of
civilization-the most
mos t ancient
a ncient civilization of
the 1v!aya
Maya civilization—the
America. Illus.
Illus. Century, $4.
W . P. Palmer. A
A
Things Seen on English Lakes. By W.
description of the entrancing scenery of the lake councoun•
try, its waterfalls and mountain peaks. Dutton.
Dutton.

The Glamour of British Columbia. By H.
H. Glynn-Ward.
A story
A
s tory of
of· wanderings
~vanderings on horse-back and foot through
the
tbe snow-capped mountain regions of the northwestern,
n&rtnweste1'n.
forest country. Illus. Century, $3.

World Problems
Publishers BRENTANO'S New York

Italy:
Italy : The Central Problem of the Mediterranean.
Meditenanean. By
Count Antonio Cippico.
Cippico.
tlle
Italy's position among tive
ad e!Tess belte•
nations of modern Europe as defined in an address
fore the Institute of Politics. Yale Univ. Pr., fa.
~2.
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TO SUIT THE MOOD
''Bridging'' the Time
"Bridging"

11

Complete Auction Bridge.
By Wilbur C. Whitehead.
l eading and play fully exex ·
Every phase of bidding, leading
expert. Stokes, $2.50.
plained by a well-known expert.
R. F.
F.
Foster's Bridge Tactics. By R.
meth • '
- Foster. 1926 rules and new methods of play are discussed. Illus.
Dodd, M., $2.
Modern Auction Bridge. By Grace
:Montgomery.
M ontgomery. A
A new, revised ediecli •
tion. Scribner, $1.50.
Complete. By MilAuction Bridge Complete.
toll C. Work. Including
Iucluding the new
ton
A book to ·
1926 laws of bridge.
ex •
own if you would play bridge ex$2.
pertly. Winston, $a.
T . C.
C . Cochran. An
, An accuAuction Bridge Handbook. By T.
rate bridge guide, edited by Wilbur C. Whitehead. Contain s the
th e new revised laws.
Jaws. Holt, $1.25.
tains

The Map
of
America's Making
Drafted by
by

Drafted

M . Paine
Paul M.
Desig11er of "7
"The
Nlap of Adventures"
he Map
Designer

i
i

Printed in
in warm
warm and
and beautiful
beautiful tones
tones with
with
bright touches
touches of
of color
color enlivening
enlivening the
the scores
scores
bright
of little
little illustrative
illustrative drawings,
drawings, this
this map
map of
of
of
the United
United States
States will
will afford
afford many
many an
an hour
hour
the
of enjoyment
enjoyment of
of its
its drawings
drawing s and
and legends.
legends .
of
It is
is intended
intendedIt
—
those who
who would,
would, through
through books,
books, sail
sail
""For
For
those
with the
the discoverers,
discoverers, seek
seek freedom
freedom with
with the
the
with
colonists, thrill
thrill to
to the
the liberty
liberty bell,
bell, follow
follow
colonists,
the westward
westward trails
trails and
and behold
behold
the
Printed

To Keep You Guessing
Fijty more
The
The Cross
Cross Word Puzzle Book, Fifth Series. Fifty
n ever-b efore-pob1ished puzzles which appear in
never-before-published
i,-t response
response
to popular demand. Simon & S., $1.35.
It ? By Arthur Hirschberg. A
A book of
Can You Solve It?
problem s. Crowell, $2.
puzzles and problems.

If You Would Write

BUII..DING OF THE REPUBLIC
REllUBLIC
THE BUILDING
"Size
now in
m its
its 150th
r 50th year.
year."
now

Size 22
22 xx 28
28"-·4
colors
" — 4 colors
Suitable for
for Child
Child"s
Room
or
or Library
Libra ry
' s Roe,m

Suitable

Price
Price

$2.50
$2.50

R. R. BOWKER CO.,
CO. , Publishers
New York
34
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Canby. The editor of
Better Writing. By Henry Seidel Canby.
the Saturday
Sat1trday Review of Literature discusses the subtler
qualities of style and the psychological principles inin $r.5<t.
volved in getting literary effects. Harcourt, $1.54.
How
How to Write a Short Story.
Story. By Michael Joseph.
Joseph . SugSug•
gestions for the would-be
w~uld-be writer by the manager of one
·one
of the large literary agencies. Holt, $1.75.
Pen and Ink.
Ink. By
B y Guy Pocock. A manual for beginning
and advanced writers with examples of the best in
form. Adelphi, $,'literary form.
Forms of Poetry. By Louis Untermeyer. Intended for
those interested in
in verse forms and modern poetry. ConCon•
• tains explanation of poetical terms with
with examples.
examples.. Har•
Har•
court,
court, $1.50
$1.50.

Again-"
Again—"the
the cleverest
devettst rogue in
m recent
fiction"fiction"—

BACK

TO NATURE!
NATURE!

The Strange Adventures
of Mr. Collin
By FRANK HELLER
If you are not already acquainted with the
delightfully resourceful Mr. Collin, you
$2
owe it to yourself to meet him.
$2

Can You Solve It?
A Book of Puzzles and Problems
By ARTHUR HIRSCHBERG
An appetizing array of brain-twisters—
brain-twisters-some
3ome cross-words—and
cross-words-and a lot of other
$2
"teasers."

Woman's Dilemma
By ALICE BEAL PARSONS
by side with a
Can a woman fight side ·by
world-and not thwart
man in the business world—and
her home-keeping instincts and responsibilvigorous book which is bound
ities ? A viiorous
ities?
to provoke discussion.
$2.50

How Does Your Garden Grow?
Roses in the Little Garden. By G. A
A.. Stevruu;.
Stevens. A practical,
tical , clear, up-to-date and charmingly written
writte.u book, !,y
by
one who is
j s experienced
experience d in the growing
g rowing of roses. !Hus.
Illus.
Little, B., $5.75.
$1.75.

Garden Making.

By Elsa Rehmann. The principles
princjples of
landscape gardening reduced to simple, practical terms.
Illus.
Illus. Houghton, $3.5o.
$3.50.

Around the Year in
In the Garden. Jly
By Frederick F. Rockwell. A new edition of this seasonable guide for work
with vegetables, fruits and flowers.
flowers. Macmillan, $2.50.
Aristocrats of the Garden. By Ernest H. Wilson.
Wilson . Originished in a llimited
imited edition by
b y Doobledai,
n ow
ally publ
published
Doubleday, now
re-issued.
re-is
sued.
Tells about climbing shrubs,
s hrubs, ornamental
fruit trees, herbaceous borders, etc. Stratford, $5.
Bulbs That Bloom in the Spring. B
y T
Weston . A
By
T.. A. Weston.
practical and alluring little book that will prove helpful to the amateur. De La Mare, $1.5o;
$1.50; $2.
Bulb Gardening. By A.
A. 7.
J. Macself. A new volume in the
Home Garden series.
dealss with bulbs of all kinds,
series. It deal
gives ideas for planting, eetc.
tc. Illus. Scribner, $2.
$2.

Nature Encores

THOS. Y. CROWELL
COMPANY
New York

Afoot in England. By W.
H. Hudson. A reissue
W . H.
reissne in a
popular eedition
dition of a book
l; ook that is ideal for spring
s pring and
summer reading. Knopf, $2.50.
The Log of the Sun.
By William Beebe.
Beebe., Author of
"Jungle Peace."
Peace." A chronicle of nature's year; one of
Mr. Beebe's most
mos.t alluring
a lluring books, long out of print, now
available in a popular
popul a r edition.
edition . Jllus.
$5illus. Holt, $5.
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THE WHAT-NOT

Gilbert Frankau's
New Novel
The Busy Man's Reference Shelf

MASTERSON
A Sensation in England
A merica
A Sensation in America
Forced into the wrong
environment, married
to the
th e wrong woman,
overw helmed with
overwhelmed
inherited obligations,
John
Joh n Masterson
M asterson sees
it through
through!!
$2.00

H arper & Brothers
Harper
B rothers
38

The Ethics of Business..
Business . . 'B
y Edgar L
By
L.. Heermance.
A
A study of current
c urrent standards
association s throughout
adopted by trade associations
the country. Harper, $,,.
4.
Getting
Get::ing Ahead in tthe
h e Bank.
B a nk. By Herbert Dee Ivey. Personal experiences and advice to young bankers. BobbsM., $1.50.
Banking
Bankin g Thr
Through
ough the Ages. By Noble Foster Hoggson
Hoggson..
. Interes
Interesting
ting facts and anecdotes about
abou t the hhistory
istory of
banking. l11us.
Illus. Dodd, M., $3.
Europa:
E
uropa : An IIllustrated
llustrated Year Book, 1926. A
A convenient
book of reference on all existing E
European
uropean problems
and affairs. It includes a "Who's Who." Harper, $5.

A May Miscellany

T
he American Ballet. By Ted Shawn. Perhaps the first
firs t
The
serious book on the dance ever written by a dancer.
Intended primarily for the general reader;
reader; with an in- -·
troduction by
bx Havelock Ellis. Illus. Holt, $7.5o.
$7.50.
.A.rt
Art Through
Through the Ages. By Helen Gardner. A general _surve
survey with more space than in other hi
stories devoted
histories
to art in India, China, Japan and Americ:i.
Illus. HarAmerica. !llus.
court, $4.
The Art in Painting.
P ainting. By Albert C. Barnes. Sets forth
a method by which an understanding and appreciation
of pain
painting
t ing may be secured. Illus. Harcourt, $6.
The
T
h e Gospel of Evolution. By J.
J. Arthur Thomson.
Thomson. A
Author
u thor
of "The Outline of Science." An explanation in non
non-technical terms of the factors which go to make the one
great fact-evolution.
fact—evolution. Putnam.
Imagination and
a nd Religion. By S. Parkes Cadman.
Cadm;;n. Those
hear
who read Dr. Cadman's daily newspaper articles or bear
him speak over the radio will
wiJI welcome this volume.
Macmillan, $1.50.
The Advancing Church. By
B y Edward L. Mills.
M ill s. Studies in
Christianizing
Christian izin g America. Abi
Abingdon,
n gdon , 75 Cts.
cts.
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"All That aa Historical
"All
Historical Novel
Novel
Should Be
Should
Be and
and More"

.-

HE AR TS
HEARTS
OF
HICKORY
HICKORY
By JOHN
JOHN TROTWOOD
TROTWO OD MOORE
in its
Now in
its second
second Big Edition
Edition is
is
of the
one of
the Really
Really Great
Great Books
Books of
of
the Year.
Year.
."An exceedingly
exceedingly good
"An
good_ book.
book. It
It is
is drama;
drama; Marts
Hearts of
of
H1<;,kory takes
takes aa prominent
Hickory
prominent place
plac<! among
among those
those volumes
volumes
which capture
which
capture for
for present
'Present day
day readers
readers something
something of
of
the drama,
drama. and
the
and dash,
dasJ:i, and
and glamour
1;:Iamour of
of the
the earlier
earlier
American Scene.
American
Scene. This
This book
book is
is almost
almost aa plethora
plethora of
of
color and
an_d appeal.
color
al?peal. The
The reader's
reader's interest
interest stays
stays focused
focuseJ.
upon this
this picturesquely
picturesquely portrayed
upon
portrayed romance."
romance."
—New
-New, York
York Times.
Times.
"It_ is
is romance:
"It
romance: it
it is
is history.
history. It
It is all
all that
that aa hishistorical novel should
torical
iihould be and
and more."
more'."
-Orego" Journal
—Oregon
l our11al (Portland)
(Portland)
"It
:'It has
has color,
co!?r, earnestness
earnestness and
and fire:
fire; it
it has
has real historhistorocal value."
value.
ical
—Enquirer
-Enquirer (Cincinnati)
(Cincinnati)
"A
"A sterling
sterling Southern
Southern novel."
—Times
-Times (Cleveland)
(Cleveland)

$2.00

COKESBURY PRESS
COKESBURY

NASHVIL LE
NASHVILLE

TENNESS EE
TENNESSEE

"TELL
"TELL ME
ME A
A STORY"
STORY"

D41
From
FaoM Macmillan
Macmillan

The
The Children's
Children's Corner
Comer

~Pennies.
.
Thompson.
Silver
Pennies. By
By Blanche
Blanch e Jennings
Silver
Jennings
Thompson, A
A colcollection of
of modern
modern poems
poems for
for boys
lection
boys and
and girls,
girls, added
added to
to the
the
$1.
Macmillan,
series.
Little
Library
Library
series.
Little
Macmillan, $I.
·
Cron.
Le
The Animal
Animal Etiquette
Etiquette Book.
Book. By
By Helen
Helen Cowles
The
Cowles Le Cron.
Author of
o_f "The
"The Picture-Story
Picture-Story Book
Author
Book for
for Tiny
Tiny Tots."
Tots." PicPictures and
and jingles
jingles telling
telling about
tures
about the
the animals
animals and
and their
their
shockingly bad
shockingly
bad habits.
habits. Stokes,
Stokes, $1.50.
$1.50.
Soldier Boy.
Boy. By
By Felicite
Felicite Lefevre.
Soldier
Lefevre. A
A quaint
quaint little
little story
story
for children.
children. Illus.
Illus. by
by Tony
Tony Sarg.
for
Sarg, Greenberg,
Greenberg, $1.25.
$1.25.
Gray Moon
Moon Tales.
Tales. By
By Minnie
Gray
Minnie Belle
Belle Mitchell.
Mitchell. Southern
Southern
"Mammy" stories
stor;es for
"Mammy"
for children.
children. Illus.
Illus. Bobbs-M.,
Bobbs-M., $.a.
$2.
A
The War
War Eagle.
Eagle. By
The
By Elmer
Elmer Russell
Russell Gregor.
Gregor. A tale
tale for
for
days
in
the
Delaware
Indians
young
boys
of
group
of
a
boys of a group of young Delaware Indians in the days
America.
North
before the
the coming
coming of
of the
before
the white
white man
man to
to North America.
Appleton,
Appleton, $1.75.
$1.75.
By Muriel
Muriel Kinney.
Stars
Kinney. Romantic
Stars and
Romantic
and Their
Their Stories.
Stories. By
the stars,
stars, with
myths
with chart
chart to
myths and
to guide
and legends
guide
legends of
of the
more important
important constellations.
young
constellations. ·
young people
people to
to the
the more
Appleton,
Appleton, $1.25.
!jir.25.

Another Fantomas book—and
book-and one of
of
the best

JUVE IN THE DOCK
By MARCEL ALLAIN

. Disguised
Disguised as
as a,
a. "Receiver
"·Receiver of
of Stolen
Stolen Goods,"
Goods," the
the
indefatigable Juve
Juve plans to
to get
get in touch
touch with
with the
the
hLord of
of Terror"
Terror" in
"Lord
in connection
connection with
with aa mysterious
mysterious
document purporting to
document
t o reveal the
the place of
of concealment
concealment
of aa hidden treasure, and
of
and so
so effect the
the malefactor's
malefactor's
arrest.
arrest. But once more the Arch-Criminal
Arch-Criminal proves
proves too
too
much for the
the famous detective
detective and
and his
his staunch
staunch ally,
ally,
$2.00
the journalist, Jerome Fandor.
the
$2.00 net
net

DAVID McKAY COMPANY
COMPA NY
Philadelphia
Phi'adelphia

Publishers
40
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These Are the Books
gReading—
People Are Readin
arge Printing
Large
Second L

Times:
Our Times:
The Turn of the Century
By Mark Sullivan

.oo
Illustrated $5
It!u.rtrated
$5.00

arge Printing
Second L
Large
Second

Bayonets!
Fix Bayonets!
50
d $3.
ByJohn
Thomason,
Jr. Illustrated
$3.50
homason ,Jr.IUu.rtrate
John W. T
By

Third L
arge Printing
Large
Third

Dollars Only

' By Edward W. Bok

$1. 75
$1.75

Second L
arge Printing
Large

All the Sad Young Men
By F. Scott Fitzgerald

$2..00
$2.00

arge Printing
Second L
Large

The Love Nest

everr read
~Ye
owe d
borr
borrowed
books
books:: to be
withou
withoutt books
of your own is
the abyss of
y. 'Don't
penury.
Don't
.penur
endure it.
endure

sToRrns
AND
AND OTHER STORIES

By Ring W. Lardner

.75
$1
$1.75

RUSKIN

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S
SCRIBNER' S SONS, NEW YORK
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A

BEST SF SELLERS of the

story beggars
''ff
HISISfict
i on. No
fiction.
No

MONTH

novelist would have

dared it."
it."11 Think of it?
it? "A
slight
slight little
little man without
th
e prestige of high public
the

station movin
g softly
moving
softly as
as aa kitten
with the
the moulders
moulders of
of history
history
durin
g the m
ost dram
atic and
during
most
dramatic
important pperiod
eriod since
since the
the fall
fall
of feudalism,"
holdin g
feudalism," 22 and
and ""holding
such conversations
conversations with kings
kings and
kaisers
kaisers as
as no
no private citizen carried
on bbefore."
efore." 33

OU have read extracts from
YOU
Y
I THE INTIMATE PAPERS
PAPERS

OF COLONEL HOUSE in the

papers.
papers. You have heard of the disdiscussion that raged about it in ConCongress.
gress. You have seen it praised in the

press beyond any
any other
other book of recent years.
years.
Now read it
it complete in book form and find
find
yithas
out foryourselfwh
for yourself why
it has been called "one ooff
the most important documents in all history,"
4 .
history."4
Two V
olumes Illustrated,
Illustrated, $10.00
Volumes

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN CO.
CO.
1.
1. Loo.don
he New
London Observer 2. Claude G. Bowers in tthe
3 . Stuart Sherman
Sherman in the New York
York Wodd.
World. 3.
Herald Tribune. 4. Irish Independent:.
Independent.

Fiction
Fiction Best Sellers
Sellers
THI!:
0
THE PRIVATE
PRIVATE LIFE
LIFE OF
OF HELEN
HELEN OF
OF TROY.
TROY John
John Erskine.$2.5
Erskine. $2.50
GENTLEMEN
LONDSS.
Anita
GENTLEMEN PREFER
PREFER BBLONDES.
Anita Loos.
Loos . . . . . . . . • . 1.7
1.70

S3•/v-i<IJ
Sylvia Thompson
Thompson........ ..
Temple
Temple B<>iley
Bailey•. ••..• . . ...•..
Pro
PIG lRoN.
IRON. Charles
Charles G.
G. Norris
Norris. . . . . .... . .. .......... ..
THUNDER
Christopher Morley
Morley•.......
ON THE
THE LEFT,
LEFT. Cl,ristoph,:r
THUNDER ON
UNCHANGING
Gibbs. ....•. .......
QUEST. Sir
Sir Philip
Philip Gibbs
UNCHANGING QuEST.
THE
Norris.• . •... . ....•
FLEMINGS. Kathleen
Kathleen Norris
BLACK FLEMINGS.
THE BLACK
\VrLD
GEESE.
Marthw
Oste·
n
so
.
.•
. .•...•...... . : ...
Ostenso
Marta;
GEESE.
WILD
THE
E'LOR. 'Anne
l'ish • .... . ......
Anne Par·
Parrish
PERENNIAL BACH
BACHELOR.
THE PERENNIAL
THREE
Jameson ..................
Storm Jameson
KINGDOMS. Storm
THREE KINGDOMS.
APPASSIONAT
A.
Fannie
Hurst .... . ... ..... ... . ·... . ..
Fannie H,u·st
APPASSIONATA.
HEARTS
John Trotwood
Trotwood Moore
HICKORY. John
Moore .... . . ...
HEARTS OF
OF HICKORY.
THE
T URE. Jeffery
Farnol . ..... ... .' ...
Jeffery Farnol.
ADVENTURE.
HIGH ADVEN
THE HIGH
AN
Dreiser . ..... . . . ..
Theodore Dreiser
TRAGEDY. Theodore
AMERICAN TRAGEDY.
AN AMERICAN

THE
DS OF
THE HouN
HOUNDS
OF SPRING,
SPRING.

3.00
3.00

THE
LUE W
INDOW.
THE BBLUE
WINDOW.

2.00
2.00
,,,oo
2.00

z.06
2.00

z.o,
2.00
2.01>
.5.002.00
2.00
2.50
2.50

2.00
2.0o

z2.00
.oo
2.00
5 .00

5.00.

Capt.
Wren . . ................... z.ao
Capt. P
P.. C. Wren
2.00
BEAU
THE V
ANISHING AMERI
CAN .
Zane
AMERICAN.
Grey ..•...•...• . . 2.00
Zane Grey
2.00
THE VANISHING

BEAU GES'I'E,
GESTE.

TUE G
OLDEN BEAST.
BEAST.
GOLDEN

THE

E.
Oppenheim ....... . 2.00
2.00
Phillips Oppenheim
E. Phillips

Eleanor
2.00
Gisycka ...• . . ... .. ..... .... 2.00
Eleanor Gizycka
GLASS
.\ MAN UNDER
A
UT HORITY,
Ethel
M.
Dell.
,,
..
,,
..
.,
2.~·o
2.00
Dell
AUTHORITY.
Ethel
M.
UNDER
A MAN
RIDERS OF THE
IND,
Elswytl, Thane
2.00
Thane •. • .. .... ...• 2.00
Elswyth
WIND.
RIDERS OF THE W

GLASS

HousES.
HOUSES.

Wov.EN.
WOMEN.

Booth Tarkington
2.00
Tarkington •• . . .... . • . •.•...•... .. .. 2.00
Booth
John
Dos
.
......
..
••
2.00
Passos
John Dos

:MANHATTAN
TRAN SFER.
MANHATTAN TRANSFER.

THE
BLI ND GooDE
SS.
GODDESS.
THE BLIND
S01t1tELL AND
AND SON.
SoN.
Sorrell
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2.00
2.00

Arthur Train
z,oo
Train ........... ....... 2.00
Arthur
WMWick
D11eping ., ,, •• , , . , , · · • • 2.50
z.5<>
Warwick Deeping
45
45
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4.
The

!

Letters cofl
The Letters
Sir Walter Raleigh

♦

:t

Raleigh
Edited
Lady Raleig"!\
by Lady
Edited by

♦ ""There
There is
pleasure' to
to be
be
'vital pleasure'
more 'vital
is more
♦

♦
♦

whole
· found
than in
in aa whole
letters than
in these
these letters
found in

+

biograand dull
dull biograshelf full
orthodox and
full of orthodox
Tribune.
phy.
"- N
ew York
erald Tribune.
Herald
York H
phy."—
New
$7.00
boxed, $7.00
Two volumes,
illustrated, boxed,
volumes, illustrated,

4♦~·4'

of
Lile
Life and Letters ol
Thomas Jellerson
Jefferson

:t+

Francis W.
W. Hirst
by Francis

*

''We
'We have few
han tthis
his
finer portraits tthan
few finer
brilliant, puzzling,
of one of tthe
he most
most brilliant,
♦
many-sided personalities in
in American
sympathetic."
♦
history,
history, and none more sympathetic."
Illustrated, $6.00
-The
$6. 00
—The Independent. Illustrated,

+
·$♦

4

Italy
Under Mussolini

♦

by William Bolitho

v
♦

The first truthful, accurate and reliable
account of F
ascism by the brilliant
Fascism
account
European correspondent of The New
$2.50
York World.
$2.60

1y

♦
♦
♦

♦
4
♦
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Tbe Macmillan Company
Company
The
Boston
Chicago
New York
San Francisco
D allas
Dallas
Atlanta

l4
4♦4

.48

♦
♦
♦
♦
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♦

♦
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4-

4
Chi1nes
t
Chimes
♦
A Novel by Robert H errick
A Novel by Robert Herrick

Every
Every phase.
phase, of
of undergraduate
undergraduate life
life has
has
been
been poured
poured into
into the
the__pot-pourri
pot-pourri of rerecent novels;
novels; Robert
Robert Herrick
Herrick takes
takes the
the
life
life of the·
the professor
professor as
as his
his theme
theme and
and
weaves
weaves around
around it
it an
an ironic
ironic story
story of
of our
our
"educational factories."
factories." A
A novel
novel for
for
undergraduates, alumni,
alumni, professors
professors and
and
trustees.
$2.
00
trustees.
$2.00

♦
♦
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The
or of
" Sard H
a rker"
The auth
author
of "Sard
Harker"

"Masefield is
ne romancer
is aa fifine
romancer and those
those
..,,.- who rread
ead ' Sard Har
ker' know
Harker'
know it
it well.
well.
♦
The only fish
his book
fi fish you
you catch
catch in
in tthis
book is
is
♦
another
story
..
.
P
ut
your
4.
another whale
whale of aPut
story...
your
trust in Masefield and great
will
be
A.
great will be your
be
..&.
your reward in pleasure.
pleasure. ' ' -— Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Y'
Eagle.
·
$2.
50
Eagle.
$2.50

♦

♦

Novel by John
John Masefield
A Novel
Masefield

♦
♦

·

The Duffer's
Duller's •
ol Golf
Goll
Handbook of

by Grantland
Grantland Rice
Rice
Illustrated by Clare Briggs
A famous
famous sports writer
writer and the premier
premier
painter of
Dufferdom have
have
portrait painter
of Dufferdom
in this
this unique
unique
combined their talents
talents in
golf book.
$3.60
and complete golf
book.
$3.50
~

~
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MILTON C. WORK'S NEW BOOK
FIFTH
RELEASED
RELEAS ED APRIL FIFTH
NEW LAWS
THE
THE NEW
THAT THE
DAY THAT
THE DAY
BECAME
EFFECTIVE
BE.CAM E EFFECTIVE

Auction
\Bridge
Complete

.

.

ORDER
ORDER FORM
cowr)
/ro11t cover)
011 front
(Send
oddrm en
14 address
(Sena to

,

•

Gentlemen:
books :
Please send
send the following books:

Including the

NEW 1926 LAWS
Not
the A B C
o nly the
N o t only
but
X YZ
the X
also the
bu t also

of
of Auction Bridge

PLAYER
INDISPENSABLE
EVERY BRIDGE PLAYER
INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY
If
are about to learn, you need
If you play Bridge, or are
eleMr.
com plete, from the eleI t is complete,
n ew book. It
Work' s new
Mr. Work's
mentary principles to
fa test and most advanced
t he latest
t o the
methods of
of bidding and play.

BRIDGE
BRIDGE BY THE MASTER OF THE GAME
MR.
WORK- aut hor, broadcaster, expert player,
MR. WORK—author,
teacher of
an d law maker stands pre-emit each ers and
of teachers
H is
nent as the international
author ity on Bridge. His
i nternation al authority
new book, AUCTION BRIDGE COMPLETE, is for
all who would learn to play Bridge expertly.

(If
you have no account with us send
(Ifyou
cash with order.)

Cloth. Illustrated. Over 500 pages, $2.00 Net

Na1Je.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name
Street_____ ____ __
Street

PRIZE or GIFT EDITION, FLEXIBLE LEATHER,
$3.S0Net
Autographed by the Author. Price .. . . . .$3.50
Net

THE JOHN C. WINSTON COMPANY
PUBLISHERS
PUBLISHER S

PHILADELPHIA
HIA
PHILADELP
So

City _ __ _ __ State _ _
City
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The Story of an Old-Fashioned Girl

ELIZABETH'S TOWER
'

From a lovable, tender appealing child of ten, Elizabeth . ··
grows in years and character to full womanhood without
losing a particle of her charm, and becomes a bright tower
of strength to every person in the story.
She wins your love and admiration from the start, and leaves
you with a sense of unmixed pleasure and approval.

By Margaret Weymouth Jackson
$2.00
$2 . 00

BOBBS-MERRILL

